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for high-performance medical imaging applications requiring greater performance. These
devices allow you to scale up in performance from single to two, four and eight DSP core
With up to 10GHz of total processing power, the eight-core TMS320C6678 DSP is wellversions to meet your image processing requirements.
suited for complex imaging applications. The C6678 DSP has up to 320 GMACS/160
GFLOPS of processing performance at 1.2 GHz and includes 4-MB shared L2 on-chip
cache for image manipulation and processing.

The TMS320C665x DSP generation fits well in portable and power-constrained medical
imaging applications like portable ultrasound systems. Optimized for power efficiency,
the dual-core TMS320C6657 DSP running at 1 GHz delivers 64 GMACS/32 GFLOPS at
3.5W, while the single-core TMS320C6654 DSP can consume as little as 2W at 850 MHz.
For medical-imaging applications that require RISC processing, TI’s 66AK2Hxx family
of DSP+ARM® system-on-chip (SoC) processors are designed to reduce development
costs and time-to-market. These 28-nm devices based on the second generation of TI’s
KeyStone™ architecture integrate TI’s C66x DSPs with multiple ARM Cortex™-A15
MPCore™ processors, facilitating the development of a wide-range of medical-imaging
applications. The unique combination of Cortex-A15 processors and C66x DSPs, with
built-in packet processing and Ethernet switching, is designed to efficiently offload and
enhance the growing number of connected applications in the medical imaging space.
All these devices benefit from TI’s development tools and runtime software support that
makes migration and development simpler than ever. TI’s free Multicore Software
Development Kit (MCSDK) incorporates core software building blocks including platform software, a real-time operating system (SYS/BIOS™), open source Linux operating
system, low-level drivers, high-level APIs and optimized algorithm libraries, all in one
package. Out-of-box demonstration applications and preloaded example projects that are
included in the MCSDK and provide a quick start for developers creating new medicalimaging applications on TI’s KeyStone devices.
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